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tormented was a great starting point for staind. it was just a good example of how we wanted to start and the
styles we wanted to master. at that point, the original drummer, jon wysocki, was added to the lineup. jon brought
a good vibe and a good groove to the band and we started to sound like we really did have a rhythm section. the
original idea was to have a guitarist and drummer, with a bassist filling in. he [wysocki] ended up being our first
choice, but his schedule wasn't flexible enough to pull off a tour right away. we ended up recording the album
without him. he would finally join the band on the road in early 1998. staind are an alternative rock band from

springfield, massachusetts, united states, formed in 1995. the band was initially a cover band who played songs
from bands like korn, rage against the machine, alice in chains, among others. the members are vocalist, rhythm

guitarist, lead guitarist, bassist, and drummer. after self-releasing their debut, tormented, the band were signed to
the major label atlantic records. the band released their fourth studio album, '03' in 2003, and then their fifth, '11',

in 2011. in 2013, the band released their sixth studio album, 'the devil you know'. staind is an alternative metal
band formed on november 24, 1995 in springfield, massachusetts, united states. after meeting through friends and

covering pop hits of the day in smalltime clubs for a year and a half, staind self-released their debut album,
tormented, in november 1996, citing influences in brutal latin thrash metal. until recently, the bands official website

has released the album to meet the demand from fans.
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with the release of the 2003 album, w.o.r.k., staind left their southern rock roots to become a true pop band. the
album took the recording studio experience and used it to make the most pop album the band had recorded to

date. w. was a story of a female who went through a tough breakup and wants to get back to her boyfriend. in the
end, she gets her man back and things work out, but not without a little bit of heartbreak. in 2009, staind released

their tenth studio album, the elements of life. the album was based around the idea that life is a cycle and has
different stages. the first song, over it, was the song that introduced the cycle to the world. following that is

another song that was a great departure from the bands previous albums, the truth. written by songwriter gary
black with lewis, it tells the story of a soldier fighting for his life. staind have had different kinds of musicians on

their albums: for example, on white & black, lewis has andrew wysocki; on scars and stories, guitarist mike mushok
fronts the band; on 13, it was the acoustic project, and on their most recent album, the one with a heavy metal

element, it is jay reynolds. im not going to say that those recordings are not worth the attention theyve garnered,
and i dont want to get into a discussion as to what their ideal lineup would be (though i will say that theres no way

in hell theyre the same as in 1996). as it is, it seems to me that staind dont need a drummer, theyve got four
guitarists. they need to have a singer that can say the things they want to say, and do it as well as the ones before
him have done it. more than anything else, they need a singer who doesnt mind being different. if they didnt have
a singer who could do that, their music would sound a lot like all the others that have come before, and i think it
would be a shame. what a glorious thing it is when you find your stride, and then keep on going. and thats what

these compilations are, a time when staind are on the right path, and they keep on going. 5ec8ef588b
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